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The work of this paper was done independently of and at the same time as

that of Utumi published in [1] and [2]. Although our results overlap those of

Utumi, our approach to the problem at hand is quite different. Thus, it might be

worthwhile to record another approach to the determination of the structure

of a ring of the type stated in the title.

Our principle result is that a ring R is finite-dimensional, stable and irreducible

iff it contains a subring of all matrices of the form

■ay 0   •••    0-

a2 0    •-.    0

a,_,     0   ••■   0

-   c b2 •••  b„.

where a¡eFy, ceFnl, and b¡eF„, and F y is a right and F„ a left Ore subring

of a division ring F associated with R and Fnl is an (F„,F,)-module contained

in F and containing F, and F„.

1. Introduction. If R is a ring, then Lr(R), L*(R), and R? designate the

lattice of right ideals, the lattice of large right ideals, and the right singular ideal,

respectively, of R. We recall that AeL?(R) iff AeLr(R) and inß#0 for

every nonzero BeLr(R); and aeR? iff ar eL?(R), where ar is the right annihi-

lator of a in R. If Rf = 0, we can define a closure operation * on Lr(R) as

follows : A* is the maximal essential extension of A in Lr(R) ■ In this case, the set

L*r(R) of all closed right ideals of R is a complete complemented modular lattice.

The lattice L*(R) has a dimension function, dimr, defined on it, with dimr(A)

being the length of the longest chain in the interval [0, A]. If L*(R) is either

Noetherian or Artinian, then dim/P) < co (see [3]). It is immediate that

dimP(P) = 1 iff R is a right Ore domain.

A ring Q is called a right quotient ring of R, and we write Rz%rQ, iff

qR O R ¿ 0 for each nonzero qeQ.lf Rz%rQ, then Qf = 0 iff PrA = 0; and if

Rf = 0 then L*(P) £ L*(Q) under the correspondence A-+AnR, AeL*(Q)

[3,2.6].
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We shall replace the letter "r" above by "Z" to designate the corresponding

left property of R. It will be assumed throughout this paper that

RA = 0   and    R,A = 0

for each ring R under discussion. Many of the results of the paper are stated only

for right or left properties of a ring, although they clearly hold for right and left

properties.

If a lattice L has minimal nonzero elements, called atoms, and if each nonzero

A e Lcontains an atom, then Lis called atomic. It is possible for one of the lattices

L*(R) and L*(R) to be atomic and the other to contain no atoms at all. Such

is the case, for example, if R is a right Ore domain but not a left Ore domain.

It is also possible for both L*(R) and L* (R) to be atomic and still be quite dif-

ferent, as 1.2 and 1.3 below show. If L*r(R) is atomic then it contains maximal

elements called co-atoms. Clearly A e L*(R) is a co-atom iff each complement of

A is an atom.

The union in Lr(R) of the set of all atoms of L*(R) is called the right base of

R and is designated by R°. If L*(R) is atomic then it is easily shown that R°

is an ideal of R and

(i.i) (R°y = o.

The lattice L*(R) has a center C*(R) consisting of those elements having unique

complements. It was shown in [4, p. 541] that C*(R) ={A\ A ideal of R, A n A ' = 0,

A = A"}. Since AleL*¡(R) for each subset A of R, evidently C?(R) <= L*,(R).

The ring R is called right irreducible iff C*(R) = {0, R}, and irreducible iff

it is both right and left irreducible.

1.2. Example.    Let K = {at + b\a, beZ2, t2 = t + 1} = G£(22) and

R In aeZ2, b, ceK),

a su bring of K2. Since R^,K2, dim,(R) = 2 . On the other   hand, R may b

shown to be isomorphic to the subring S of (Z2)3 of all matrices of the form

3 0 0        "i

bx     dx d2

dx+ d2.

the matrix above corresponding to the matrix

la 0      \

\bx + b2t        dx + d2tj

of R. Since S ^ r (Z2)3, dimr(R) = dimr(S) = 3.  Furthermore, R is irreducible

since K2 and (Z2)3 are. It may be shown that R? = R and R° = Z2eu + Ke2X.
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1.3. Example. Let F be a field, {e¡j\ i,j = 1,2, •••} be a set of matrix units,

x= Z¡°S2e¡+li¡, S = xF[x],Tn be the weak direct sum T„ = ¿Zf=nFeiX, and

R = S + Tx. We shall not bother with the details but it may be shown that

PrA = Rf = 0, R°r = Tx, R? = R, dim/P) = oo , dim,(P) = 2, and R is irre-

ducible.

The ring R is called right atomic if L*(R) is atomic, and atomic if it is both

right and left atomic.

1.4. Theorem. If R is an atomic ring and AeL*(R) is an atom, then either

AœR° or Acz (R°)r. If Ar is a co-atom of L*r(R) then A c R°r , and if

A^(R°)r then AT is a co-atom of L*(R).

Proof. Since A is an atom, Ar = ar for each nonzero aeA. If Ar is a co-

atom of L*r(R), then each aeA is contained in an atom of L*(R) by [4, 6.9]

and therefore A c P?. On the other hand, if A d: (R°)r then BA^O for some

atom B e L*(R) and ba # 0 for some beB and aeA. Since baeB r\A and

(ba)r is a co-atom of L*(R) by [4, 6.9], Ar is a co-atom of T*(P). This

proves 1.4.

If (Pr°)r c Pr° then, by 1.4, P? c Pr° and (P,°)r => (Pr°)r. Since (P?)' = 0 by (1.1),

we conclude that (Pr°)r c R° iff (Pr°)r = 0. Also, P? c Pr° + (P,°)r by 1.4, and

therefore (P°)r n (P°)rr = 0. This proves the following theorem.

1.5. Theorem. // P is an atomic ring then (R°)r = 0 iff (R°)r <zz R°. In any

case, (Pr°)r n (P,T = 0.

If P is an atomic ring such that dim/P) = 2, then either (P?/ = 0 or (R°)'

is an atom of Z.*(P). Since the latter possibility contradicts 1.5, evidently

iRr)r = 0. Thus, 1.2, in which dimr(P) = 3 and (P,°)r = e22P, is in some sense

the simplest possible one having (P°)r # 0.

1.6. Theorem. // P is a right atomic ring and A,BeL*riR) such that A

is an atom and BA^O, then Br<zzAr.

Proof. Since B,4 c B, iBA)r => Br. By assumption bA # 0 for some beB.

Hence, B'n^ = 0 and (B^)r = ^lr. This proves 1.6.

2. Stable rings. A ring P is called right stable iff P is right atomic and

(P°)r = 0, and stable iff P is both right and left stable. As Examples 1.2 and 1.3

show a ring can be right or left stable without being stable. It is easily seen that

a semiprime atomic ring is stable.

2.1. Theorem. If R is a right stable ring and R SrQ, then Q is also a right

stable ring.

Proof. If qeiQ°)r, q t¿ 0, then qa = b j= 0 for some a,beR. Since Aq = 0

fof each atom A e L*(Q), also Bq = 0 for each atom B e L*r(R). Hence, b e (R°)r

contrary to the assumption that (P")r = 0. This contradiction proves 2.1.

■
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2.2. Theorem. // R is an atomic, right stable ring then Ar is a co-atom of

L*(R) for each atom AeL*(R) and Br is either 0 or an atom of L*(R)for each

co-atom B e L*{R). In case Br is an atom, Brl = B.

Proof. The first part follows directly from 1.4. Let B be a co-atom of L*,{R)

such that B" # 0. We shall prove that Br is an atom of L*(R) by showing that ,

xR n yR # 0 for all nonzero x, y e BT. So let x and y be any nonzero elements

of Br. Clearly x' = y1 = B. If C is a complement of B and ceC, c # 0, then

ex # 0 and cy # 0. Since cr is a co-atom of L*r(R), evidently ceD, an atom of

L*(R), by [4,6.9]. Therefore, cx,cyeD and cxRDcyR #0. Hence, cxp = exq

t¿ 0 for some p,qeR and c(xp — yq) = 0. Since (xp — yq)1 => B + C and

B + C6LAt(R), necessarily xp - yq = 0. Thus, xR n.yR # 0. Since Bri => B and

B is a co-atom, Brl = B. This proves 2.2.

2.3. Corollary. If R is a stable ring, then Alr = A and Brl = B for all at-

oms AeL*(R) and BeL*,(R).

That the conclusions of 2.2 need not hold for a nonstable ring is shown by

Example 1.3. Thus, Sis an atom of L*(R) for which Sr(= Fexx) is an atom,

but not a co-atom, of L*(R); and Tx is a co-atom of L*,(R) for which Tjr( = S+T2)

is a co-atom, but not an atom, of L*(R).

2.4. Theorem. // R is an atomic ring, then R is right stable iff

R? cz R¡?.

Proof. If R is right stable, R? cz R? by 1.4. Conversely, if R,° c Rr° then

0 = (R,°)r => (R?Y by (1.1) and R is right stable.

2.5. Corollary.   An atomic ring R is stable iff R° = R°.

Let us now examine the relationship between C*(R) and Cf(R) for a stable

ring R.

2.6. Theorem.   If R is a right stable ring, then C*(R) <= C*(R).

Proof. Let A e C*(R) and B = A n Ar. Since B C\Al cz Ar\Al =0, we have

AB = AlB = 0. Every atom of L%(R) is contained in either A or its complement

A1; therefore, B <=. (R°r)r and B = 0. It follows that Ar=Al for every AeC*(R).

Since AleC*(R), evidently Alr = A" and Alr = Arr. Hence, A = A"= A" and

AeCf(R). This proves 2.6.

2.7. Corollary.   If R is a stable ring, then C*(R) = Cf(R).

2.8. Corollary. If R is a stable ring, thenR is right irreducible iff R is left

irreducible.

The ring R of Example 1.2 is left stable but not right stable. We recall that

dim,(R) = 2 and dimr(R) = 3. This example illustrates the following theorem.
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2.9. Theorem. If R is an atomic, right stable ring then dim/R) ^ dim,(R).

//, in addition, dimr(R) < co then dimr(R) = dim,(R) iff R is also left stable.

Proof. If Sis the set of all atoms of L*,(R), then T= {/lr|/leS} is the set of

all co-atoms of L*r(R) by 2.2.Clearly (~)A eSAr = 0.Therefore, if dimr(R) = n< oo,

there exist Ax,---,A„eS such that fj",.i.<4î = 0. Since dimrL4i) = « - 1 and

dimXAlnC) ^ dimr(C) - 1 for each CeL*(R), necessarily dim/f^ xAr¡) = « - k,

Z<= 1,•••,«, in order that Ç\UXA\ = 0. Now (Ax U ••• V Ak) r= (Ax + ■■■+AJ
= A[ n ••• r\Ak by the definition of union in L*(R). Therefore, Ak + x<£Ax\J---KJ Ak

for k = 1, ••-,« - 1. Thus, {AX,---,A„} is an independent set of atoms of L*(R),

and dim,(R) ^ dim/R).

If dim¡(R) = m < co and {Ax,---,Am} is an independent set of atoms of L*(R),

then p|*„ ! A\ = 0. It follows by lattice theory that dimr(R) ^ m. Therefore, if

dimr(R) = oo then also dim,(R) = oo. Clearly we have proved that dim/R)

= dim,(R) if R is stable.

Finally, let us assume that R is atomic and right stable, and that

dim,(R) = dim,(R) = « < oo. Let us choose the independent set of atoms of

L*{R), {A1,---,A„}, as we did above, and define B¡ = f}j*¡Aj. Since

{Bx U-.. \JBk)czArk+x n— n^,>ndBA+1 C\ATk+l =0, evidently (Bx U--- VBk)

nBk+x = 0, k = l,-..,«-l. Hence, {Bx,---,Bn} is an independent set of atoms

of L*(R). Clearly £' is a co-atom of L*(R) for each i. Therefore, by 1.4, B¡ c R?

for each i and 0 = Rl = (Bx n ••• OB„)' =. (R,0)'. Thus, R is left stable. This

proves 2.9.

2.10. Theorem. If R is a stable ring and A,BeL*r(R) are such that A is

an atom and Blr = B, then (AuB)ir = A\JB.

Proof. The theorem obviously is true if B = 0 or A <= B, so let us assume

henceforth that B^O and A C\ B = 0. Since (A U B)! = A1 C\Bl and

(A uB)'r =>.4 uB, we can prove 2.10 by showing that every atom of L*(R)

contained in (A1 C\Bl)r is also contained in A UB. So let C <= (A1 r\B')r, C an

atom of l*(R). If C <= A ox C a B, then C <= AuB and we are through. Thus,

we might as well assume that Cn.4 = CnB = 0. Since Bl <£ A1, there exists

an atom £ e L*,(R) such that £ c £' and £ n X' = 0. Clearly £ u A1 = R, so that

£ U (A1 O £') = (£ U A1) r\B' = Bl by the modular law. Hence, Er n (^' O B7" = B.

Since £r is a co-atom of L*(R), we have Fn(AuC)# 0. Now AuCc (¿'n B')r,

and therefore £r n (A U C) <= £r n (^1! n B')r = B. Hence, (4 U C) O B / 0 and

CcAuB. This proves 2.10.

Atoms A and B of L*(R) are called perspective, A~B, iff they have a common

complement. The union in L*(R) of all atoms perspective to an atom A is an

atom of C*(R) according to [4, 6.12]. We shall use the fact that A ~ B iff there

exist nonzero aeA and beB such that a' — br [4, 6.10].
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2.11. Lemma. // P is an atomic, right stable ring, and A and B are per-

spective atoms of L*(R), then ARnBR^O.

Proof. Since ^4~B, there exist nonzero aeA and beB such that a' = bl.

Since a'is a co-atom of L*(P), a'r is an atom of LS(P) by 2.2. Clearly a,bea'r

and therefore aR CibR # 0 . This proves 2.11.

2.12. Theorem. // P is an atomic, right stable, irreducible ring then

S n T^ 0 for every pair S, T of nonzero ideals of R .

Proof. Let A and B be atoms of L*(R) such that A e S* and B <= T*. Since

P is irreducible, A ~B and ARr\BRj=0 by 2.11. Now S* and T* are ideals

ofPby [4, 4.2], and therefore S*nT*#0. Hence S n T# 0 and 2.12 is proved.

If ring P is atomic, right stable, and irreducible, and if P is the set of all atoms

of L*r(R), then f]A ePA"= 0. If, in addition, dim,(P) < oo then Cyi = yAr¡= 0 for

some finite subset {AX,---,A„} of P. Since each ^4' is an ideal of P, some

A] = 0 by 2.12. This proves the following theorem.

2.13. Theorem. // P is an atomic, right stable, irreducible ring such that

dim/P) < co, then Ar = 0 for some atom AeL*(R).

Ring P of 1.3 is an example of an atomic, left stable, and irreducible ring such

that dim,(P)<co. For this ring, T, is an atom of L*¡(R) such that T{=0.

We note that Ar # 0 for every atom A e L*(R).

If P is a ring satisfying the conditions of 2.13, and if P is not left stable, then

(P?)" = 0 in view of 1.5.

3. Finite-dimensional rings. For convenience, let us call a finite-dimensional

stable ring an FS-n'ng, and an irreducible FS-ring an FSI-ring. An FS-ring P

of dimension 1 is an Ore domain. That is, R<zzD, a division ring, and

RR~1 = R~1R = D, where AB'1 = {ab'1 | aeA, beB, /> # 0}.

3.1. Theorem. If R is an FS-ring, then the lattices L*(P) and L*(R) are dual

isomorphic under the correspondence A^A1, AeL*r(R).

Proof. Since each A eL*(R) is a finite union of atoms, A1' = A by 2.10. Sim-

ilarly, B'l=B for each BeL*,(R). This proves 3.1.

Every ring P contains a maximal nil ideal N = N(R). If PrA = 0 and

dim,(P) < co, then the maximal right quotient ring of P is a finite direct sum

of total matrix rings over division rings [3, 4.3] and N is nilpotent by [5, Theorem

6]. In particular, if P is an FSI-ring then either N = 0 and P is a prime ring or

N has a finite nonzero index of nilpotency i(JV). Of course, N is the prime radical

of P in this case.

3.2. Theorem. If R is an FSI-ring of dimension n > 1, then there exist

atoms AeL*(R) and BeL*(R) such that Ar = Bl =BA = 0.
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Proof. If P is prime, then we may select A and B as any atoms for which

BA = 0. If P is not prime, then there exist atoms A and B such that A"= ß'= 0

by 2.13. Let N = N(R) and i = i(N). Since AN1'1 # 0, NB # 0, and

iNB)iAN'~l) = 0, evidently B^ = 0. This proves 3.2.

If P is an FSI-ring of dimension n > 1, then by [3, 4.1] Rz%rQ, where Q is

the full ring of linear transformations of an n-dimensional vector space over a

division ring. Actually, P^.g also as we shall now show (along the lines of

Utumi in [1] and [2]). If e e Q, e an idempotent, and A = eQ n P, A' = (1 -e)QC\ R,

B = QeC\R, and B' = g(l - e) n P, then ¿' = B' and A" = B in P because

of 3.1. Since AC\A' = 0, BuB' = P and therefore B + B'eLà,(R). Clearly

0 #(B + B')e c P. Now g lS generated by its idempotents [6, Theorem 5.1],

and therefore for each q e Q there exists some C e Lf(R) such that Cqezz R. If

J = {qeQ\qlf\ReL\(R)}, then J is a right ideal of Q for which J f*\R = 0.

Since P t¿r Q, evidently J = 0. Hence, Rq n P / 0 for every nonzero a e g and

We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of the paper.

3.3. Theorem. Let R be a right irreducible ring of finite rank n > 1 and

let Q be its maximal right quotient ring. Thus, Q is the full ring of linear trans-

formations of an n-dimensional vector space over a division ring F. The ring R

is an FSI-ring iff R contains a subring T of the form

T = Fyeyy + ■■■ + F1eu.itl + FnXenX + Fnen2 + ■■■ + Fnem,

where {eXJ\ i,j = l,-.-,n} eg is a set of matrix units, Fx and F„ are subrings

of F such that Fx z%rF and F„ z%tF, and FnX is an (Fn,Fx)-module contained in

F and containing F, and F„.

Proof. Let Tbe a subring of g of the stated form and a = Zdyey e g, dXj e F,

with dkm^0 for some k,m. By assumption, dim = aibj1 for some ai,bxeFy,

i = l,-..,n. Ifbef]^=xb¡Fy, fc#0, then bemleTand qbemi = Zia.-ftf1 b)en e T

also. Hence, aTnT#0. We conclude that T^rg. Since the conditions on T

are right-left symmetric, T z%, g also. It is clear that T° = Tl° = T and hence

that Tis an FSI-ring. Therefore, P is an FSI-ring by 2.1.

Assume, conversely, that P is an FSI-ring. Then, R^iQ also by our remarks

above. Let AeL%R) and BeL*iR) be atoms such that A'=B'= BA = 0, as

given in 3.2. We may select a set {eu\ i,j = l,--.,n} of matrix units of g such

that ^ = e„„gnP and Br = e22g + ••• + emQ in g [7, p. 52]. Then

B = Br'= Qexx C\R in P. Let A¡ = euQ OP and B,= Qett C\R, f = 1, ••»,», so

that A = A„ and B = By. We may consider g to be the ring of all n x n matrices

over F. Then At O By = Fycy for some additive subgroups F,7 of F. Since ATn = ß'<

= 0 evidently Ftj # 0 if i = n or j = I.

Since B\ = 0 and Bx is a left ideal of P, we have Bx ^r P. Hence,

{Fyyeyy,---, Fnie„y}   is   an   atomic   basis   of  L*iBf)   and   S zir Q,    where
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S = Fxxexx + ••• + FnXe,.x. Therefore, for each nonzero de F and each et}, we

must have (deuS) n S # 0. It follows that dFjX O £a # 0 for all i, j, that is,

(3.4) F = FiXFrx\ i,j=l,-,n.

We may prove similarly, by working with A„, that £ = F~1Fnj for all i and j.

Next, we observe that £' = f)%iF¡x # 0. For if Fk = f]k=xFiX and F'm ̂  0

for some m <n, and if ceF'm, c # 0 , then c = ab~' for some aeFm+xx and

beFxx by (3.4). Since F'kFxx cz F'k for each k and a = cb, evidently aeF¿,+ 1.

Thus, £' # 0 by induction. Similarly, if £" = f^iF,,,. then £"#0. Let us select

nonzero fx elF' and f„eF", and then define Fx =fiFxx, F„ = F„„f„. Clearly Fx

and £„ are subrings of £ such that Fx ^r£ and £„ ^,£, and also Fx cz FnX and

Fn<=Fm-

If we let T= Fxexx + ••• + Fxen.XA + FnXenX + F„en2 + ••• + Fne„„, then T is

a subring of R having the stated properties. This completes the proof of 3.3.

We remark that with some extra work, it is possible to prove 3.3 without first

proving that R S ¡ 8 • This can be accomplished by proving directly the existence

of the atomic bases {AX,---,A„} and {Bx,---,Bn} used in the above proof of 3.3.
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